Finally NUG Announces Cabinet Nominees

Cabinet Nominees Woo Wolesi Jirga Members

KARUL - The National Unity Government (NUG) led by President Ashraf Ghani and CEO Abdullah Abdullah officially announced the much-expected list of minister-designates and the nominees for NUG and the Central Bank of Afghanistan. The announcement came on Monday after 109 days of negotiation which followed huge criticism from the Parliament and civil society groups. This comes as Ghani after taking oath as the new president on Sept. 29, promised during his mandate speech to form the cabinet within 45 days. According to a presidential decree announced at the event, the acting ministers would continue their duties until the new cabinet nominees receive a vote of confidence from Wolesi Jirga, Lower House of the Parliament. Besides the minister-designates, the government also introduced nominees at the level of the minister’s deputies (assistant ministers and provincial NUG and Do Afghanistan Bank, the central bank of the country. The two lists of the cabinet nominees introduced by Ghani are as follows:

Presidents Introduced by Ghani:
- Sher Mohammad Karimi as Minister of Defense
- Gulam Jalal Popal as Minister of Finance
- Fazel Mohammad Omran as Minister of Education
- Haibatullah Mohammadi as Minister of Interior
- Fazlullah K aromatic as Minister of counter narcotics
- Sardar Naderi as Minister of Labor, Social Affairs, ... 

Women's Rights Violations on the Rise in Faryab: AIHR

MAIMANA - The Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHR) has expressed grave concern over a dramatic increase in violations of human rights in northwestern Faryab province. The AIHR regional head said most people of involved in human rights violations were still at large and could not be punished because of the lack of a will of the government and risk of losing high government positions. While speaking on the annual human rights report, Tadbir Mousavi, head of the civil society society’s report, Hanif Ali, a public representative from Nangarhar province, told AIHR that Afghan journalists had obvious pressure in their work. Two others 

UN Chief Urges India to Take Lead Role on Afghan Security

NEW DELHI - UN chief Guterres urged India on Monday to take a lead role in boosting stability in war-torn Afghanistan after the departure of US troops, saying the world was relying on India to help bridge a gap between the Afghan government and its citizens. Speaking on a visit to the capital New Delhi, the former UN chief said India “needs to play a lead role in the region that needs support.”

KARUL - A number of Afghan journalists at the government’s press conference on September 29, 2019, accused the government of nominating officials who have not been trusted by Afghan journalists. Two others

UNDP Welcomes SIGAR Report on ANP Payroll Data

NEW YORK CITY – The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) welcomed a new report from the US Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR) on collecting and verifying the accuracy of Afghan National Police (ANP) personnel and payroll data. UNDP agreed with the report’s analysis of the challenges faced by national and international partners in implementing, monitoring, and payroll processes for administration of the ANP. The Afghan national police – who significantly contribute to stability and security in Afghanistan – are being challenged despite the progress made under the post-2014 environment.
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KABUL - The Afghan government, led by President Ashraf Ghani and the CEO Abdullah Abdullah, today announced the much-expected list of minister-designates and the nominees for the new cabinet of Afghanistan. The announcement came on Monday, after 109 days of negotiations which followed widespread criticism from the Afghan parliament and civil society groups. This comes as Ghani delivered his oath of office as the new president on September 29, promising to form the cabinet within 45 days.
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KABUL - A number of Afghan journalists at the government’s press conference on September 29, 2019, accused the government of nominating officials who have not been trusted by Afghan journalists. Two others...
32 Welfare Projects Completed in Baghlan Province

KARJAN — A 12-year-old girl named Amina has been registered as the 32nd welfare project completed in Baghlan province.

Amina is a student of the first grade of the high school in the city of Karjan, Baghlan.

The project was implemented by the Ministry of Welfare and Social Affairs, and sponsored by the International Organization for Migration (IOM).

The project aims to provide educational opportunities for children and youth in the Baghlan province.

According to the IOM, the project is part of its efforts to support education in Afghanistan and promote social cohesion.

However, the situation in the region is still challenging, with ongoing security threats and displacement due to conflict.

In a statement, the IOM said: "We are committed to continue our efforts to support education in Afghanistan, especially for children and youth in areas affected by conflict and displacement."
Moralizing Children

January 13, 2015

By Hajarullah Zia
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ot how to help a child. Children who feel comfortable talking to their parents will also come to their parents for advice when they are little and when they get older, they will start to rebel against moral values and other important things that the parents teach and protect. This is not to be expected and parents should not be surprised when older children start to question moral values that they have been taught for years. If they were little and they were little and they were little, they would not be able to do such questions and challenges and be willing to answer them in a moral and sensible way.

Parents should never get angry at children who questions or even refuses to follow the rules and regulations of the family, however and the like. Getting angry will not encourage a child to want to listen to the parents or respect the parental influence. Children will see the parents as being contradictions in what parents have to say, it may make a child or teenager want to agree with their parents. It should be noted that the goal is not to make children say "yes," but to teach children to think rationally. Children must value moral values not only in the short term but also the long term. The only way to reach this goal is to convince children of their own accord to want to believe in a morally sensible world.

Everyone makes mistakes from children, who have been given a lot of freedom and opportunities. Unfair criticism cannot be made in the presence of parents. Children must learn from trust that is instilled in them. They should not be given to parents because they are not a small child but because parents have been in the same situation themselves. Children have the right to know that they are small children and have to be responsible for their actions.

Hajarullah Zia is the newly emerging writer of the Daily Outlook Afghani- stan. He can be reached at outlookafghanistani@gmail.com

Challenges Following the Withdrawal

By Habbalabak Bashir Dadit
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he US President Barack Obama formally ended the US combat mission in Afghanistan today, the last in a series of withdrawals that began in November 2013, during the Christmas/New Year period. The US and NATO started their troop reduction in Afghanistan in late 2011 and President Obama's December 2011 announcement that the US and NATO would end their combat mission in Afghanistan in 2014 and start the withdrawal of US and NATO forces. The US and NATO's withdrawal began in January 2012 and continued until today, when the US President announced that the US and NATO would end their combat mission in Afghanistan.
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Finally NGU...
Iran Demands Russia to Play More Active Role in Talks

India, Iran, and Pakistan have all been discussing ways to increase their cooperation in the region. Iran has called for closer ties with India and Pakistan, saying that these countries are key partners in efforts to ensure regional stability. The three countries have held multiple rounds of talks on various issues, including security, trade, and diplomatic affairs.

In a recent statement, Iran expressed its willingness to work hand in hand with India and Pakistan to address the challenges facing the region. Iran has also stressed the importance of enhancing economic cooperation and trade between the three countries, as a means of promoting mutual benefits and achieving broader regional integration.

The three countries have also discussed ways to strengthen their military ties, particularly in the areas of defense and security. Iran has called for closer cooperation with India and Pakistan in the development of military technologies and the sharing of best practices in defense and security.

Pakistan has also expressed its desire to deepen its relations with Iran and India, particularly in the areas of trade, investment, and energy. Pakistan has been exploring ways to increase its trade with Iran and India, and has expressed interest in investing in the two countries' energy sectors.

India, on the other hand, has emphasized the importance of maintaining regional peace and stability, and has called for closer cooperation with Iran and Pakistan in the fight against terrorism. India has also expressed its commitment to promoting economic cooperation and trade with the two countries, particularly in the areas of infrastructure development and the sharing of best practices in governance and quality standards.

The three countries have also discussed ways to work together to address the challenges facing the region, particularly in the areas of counterterrorism, cybersecurity, and the fight against organized crime.
Parliamentarians Drum up Support for Security Forces

KARUL - Some members of the Wazir Jiga - lower house of the parliament – on Monday devoted their 10 days salary to families of martyred and wounded security officials.

KARUL - A senior Pakistani diplomat alleged on Monday that India was using Afghan soil to conduct attacks on targets inside Pakistan. A change in policy adopted by Islamabad but denied by Kabul.

Adviser to Prime Minister of Pakistan for National Security and Foreign Affairs, Sartaj Aziz, however, said the charge had no substance.

Speaking to a private TV channel, Aziz said that Pakistan's policy to tackle the sources of terrorism had been clear.

Weather Forecast: Bursty to Very Dry

Global Partnership for Education Pledges $100mn for Afghanistan

KABUL - The US Embassy in Kabul on Monday announced the open application season for the 2018 Fulbright Master’s and PhD Programs.

Fulbright is the Department of State’s flagship educational exchange program. It seeks to place qualified Afghans in Master’s and PhD degree programs at educational institutions across the US.

At a news conference here, Public Affairs Counselor Hilary Olm斯坦-Wendt announced the open application:
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1,668 Women Benefit from Poultry Project in North

KABUL - As many as 1,668 women have been involved poultry training and assisted with hens and brood hens in four districts of Northern provinces, the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Rural Development said.

The project has been implemented in collaboration with the UN Women, USAID and several Afghan NGOs.

Kargar Flown to India for Further Medical Treatment

KABUL - The head coach for Afghanistan National Football Team, Younus Kargar, has been flown to India for further medical treatment after he was stabbed in Kabul, sources said.

Initially, Kargar was in serious condition after he was stabbed multiple times Saturday night near his residence by unidentified people. However, his brother Hamoon Kargar told TOLOnews on Sunday:

India Using Afghan Soil for Attacks: Aziz

KARUL - Some members of the Wazir Jiga - lower house of the parliament – on Monday devoted their 10 days salary to families of martyred and wounded security officials.

The lower house established a special fund to help relations at the scene and injured security personnel who were present at the attack.

Fahmanda Zuhra Sadiri, a lawmaker from Kabul, presented a resolution that was unanimously approved by the lower house. The resolution urged the government to draw a line of distinction between the enemies and friends of Afghanistan. It said the perpetrators of terrorist activities could neither be protected nor be called brothers.
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